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CHAIR’S REPORT FOR 2021
I ended last year's report hoping that 2021 would see us gradually
getting back to “normal” again. Well, it's turning out to be a slow
process.
As we all work outside, the general maintenance of the orchards
has not been impacted upon too much although we were still
working under the “Rule of 6” at the beginning of the year when
the tree pruning took place.
Due to restrictive Covid regulations, and also a diminished
committee, we took the decision not to hold our usual events this
year. Of course, we still produced our usual lovely apple juice
from this year's harvest so we booked a stall at the Bridport
market in October and another at the Christmas market in
December. We sold the bottled juice along with home made
cakes and biscuits and preserves (well done to our creative
volunteers!) and a selection of plants. We also had bags of our
tasty late season apples for people to try. Both events went very
well so we shall most likely have the stalls again in future years.
Happily, we continue to get many compliments from the people
who come and enjoy the orchard in all seasons which makes all
our work worthwhile.
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Bridport Town Council
Tel: 01308 456722.

www.bridportcmmunityorchard.org.uk

As always may I extend grateful thanks to Daryl Chambers and
Will Austin at Bridport Town Council for their continued support in
keeping the Community Orchards, both at St Mary's and Jubilee
Green, pleasant places to
visit. A special vote of
thanks to the Council's
ground staff who, amongst
many other tasks, installed
new seats and benches in
the orchard replacing the
elderly ones that had been
there since the start in
2010.
Thanks also to Sally Lloyd
and Michele Read who have stepped down from the committee
this year. We hope they will both continue to be valued volunteers.
Finally, a big thank you to all our volunteers, including the Orchard
committee, without whom these valuable green spaces would not
Jenn Baker, Chair
be able to continue.
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ALLOTMENT REPORT
The Community Allotment has progressed well this year as people
gradually came back after the lockdowns. The new, larger polytunnel
was filled with many goodies including tomatoes, cucumbers, chillies,
peppers, aubergines and we even had several deliciously sweet
melons. Everyone agreed that it is much better than the old one, not
least because it has space for staging down one side so people can
work in comfort.
This year we've replaced one of the allotment sheds which was falling
to pieces and once again Danny and Ian made a magnificent job of the
base preparations before the shed was constructed. It is now fitted out
with all sorts of useful hooks and shelves to store everything neatly
away. Work is in progress to install guttering and a water butt at one
end then the task will be complete.

As in previous years we set up a watering rota throughout the summer
so a big thank you to all the volunteers who took part. I've had several
comments that it's a very pleasant and peaceful early morning task so
will be an ongoing part of allotment life.
Hopefully, in 2022, we can attract more volunteers to join the allotment
and share in the produce and friendship at our weekly sessions.

Jenn

JUBILEE GREEN REPORT
The other orchard we manage is Jubilee Green - which is located at the top of Park Road,
nestling under the east side of Allington Hill. It provides an ideal place for those walking up from
town to have a breather, and to sit and admire the view. There are only seven apple trees and
one medlar, but there is also as an oak and a small copse.
There was good show of wild flowers this year- including daffodils and lady's smock in the
spring and knapweed in the autumn. A longer stretch of the bank was left unmown (thanks to
Bridport Council's new pick-up mower), and during the summer this was
alive with butterflies, bees and grasshoppers.
We held four work parties during the year, and at the April session we
found a Scarlet Tiger caterpillar - quite a spectacular day-flying moth.
The apples were picked quite late and used for juicing, with the
remainder donated to the Garden Glut stall.

www.bridportcmmunityorchard.org.uk
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TREASURERS REPORT

JUICING REPORT

Sadly 2021 has once again been an extraordinary year
thanks to the Covid-19 pandemic and it has inevitably had
an impact on the Bridport Community Orchard Group in a
number of ways not least financially.

2021 has been a challenging
year for volunteers involved in
juicing in some ways but our
efforts have been tremendously
successful. The cancellation of
Apple Day and other events on
the Orchard calendar meant
that members of the Juicing
Group had to once again rethink
our plans. The demands of
social distancing also required a
change in normal working
practices.

The table below gives the comparative position in our
Current and Deposit accounts at the end of 2020 and 2021.
Current Account
Deposit Account
TOTAL FUNDS AVAILABLE

End 2020
End 2021
797.23
664.36
2,002.94.
1,103.53
_______________________
£2,800.17.
£1,769.89

We began the year in an healthy position with £2,002.94 in
our deposit account. However, this included £735 in
restricted funds which was used towards the purchase of a
new allotment shed. The new shed cost £1,199.00 which
halved the funds available in the deposit account. The good
news is that we do not have a need for similar large item
purchases in the next few years. The funds available in the
deposit account will cover any emergency spending needs.
Our total income for this year was £1,453.25 and our
expenditure £2517.83. When the cost of the purchase of the
new shed is factored in at the end of this financial year we
achieved a small £89.42 operating profit. This is down to the
money raised through the sale of our apple juice and other
produce at two farmers markets. Thank you to all those
involved in the juicing and peopling the market stalls.
We also received a generous donation from the Northover
family following the passing of Hazel Northover, a regular
user and lover of the orchard.
Despite the challenges I believe we have been able to hold
our own financially. When the cost of known spends such as
the new allotment shed are factored in all in all we end the
year in a healthy financial position.
Ian Bark

During September and October
a team of hard working and
flexible volunteers met in the
Orchard for four sessions to
juice the BCOG apple crop plus
a few from another organic
orchard at Stoke Abbot.
It was a pleasure to juice in the
Orchard for all sessions and
enjoy great company whilst
doing so. It may be hard work
but it is also great fun.
In all, 25 people were involved
in cutting, pressing and bottling
and an unbelievable 199 bottles
were produced and all have
been sold. So despite a few
moments of doubt regarding the
potential crop, once again it has
turned out to be a very good
juicing year.
Alison Todd

Bridport Community Orchard has achieved SAS Plastic Free Status
www.bridportcmmunityorchard.org.uk
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WILDLIFE REPORT

ST MARY’S ORCHARD REPORT

Our main project this year has been to
renovate the old hedge running along the
southern boundary of the orchard, our
aim being to
make it more
wildlife friendly by
providing a more
varied
habitat,
that will enhance
w i l d l i f e
diversity.

This has been my first year of caring for the trees
since Christine stepped down in 2020. She had
done such a good job of organising the formative
pruning over several years that my job was made a
lot easier – thank you Christine!

In February the Town Council removed
the tall branches of the sycamore which
were beginning to interfere with the
overhead power cables! Sycamore is
not only non-native, but also very fast
growing and not especially beneficial to
wildlife.
We then removed several cotoneaster
shrubs, which are a recognised invasive
species; a few years ago a whole swathe
of these shrubs were removed from a
nature reserve on Portland Bill.

The spaces created in the hedge were
replanted with a range of saplings, which
included hawthorn, hazel and rowan.
These are native species, and more
supportive of a wide range of native
wildlife.
By April this all looked a bit drastic, but
the saplings and other hedge shrubs
quickly put on rapid growth, and by
August we had a very attractive and
wildlife friendly hedge habitat.
During the summer we had several
scything sessions where we cut the long
grass in the meadow. We removed the
cut grass so that the fertility of the soil
would decrease and help to encourage
more wild flower species that thrive in
poor soil.
Paul Arthur

However, with the pandemic still alive and kicking,
it was a shaky start to the year so having to
contend with Covid restrictions and a bit of
(understandable) volunteer hesitancy, we only
pruned a selection of trees. Before we started
pruning we had a request via our website from the
Hilfield Friary in North Dorset for some scions
(cuttings) of our local trees for their newly planned
orchard. We were only too happy to oblige and
wish them all good luck for a thriving new orchard.
Despite the lighter pruning regime, we still had an
excellent crop which was a bit of a surprise given
the odd weather – extremely cold in April and very
wet in May. However, the trees caught up after that
tricky start and we were able to produce about 200
bottles of lovely juice. We also had enough late
apples to donate several trays to various food
banks in Bridport.
Hopefully we shall be able to carry out a much
more comprehensive winter prune during January
and February – pandemic permitting!
Sadly, the standard Bryanston gage succumbed to
canker and had to be removed but we do have
another one being trained as an espalier on the
easterly fence which we will
keep a close eye on and
hope it doesn't go the same
way.
A new tree has been
purchased to replace the
gage – a damson which we
don't currently have in the
o r c h a r d . We h a v e a l s o
bought a dwarf Stella cherry
which we shall fan train.

Bridport Community Orchard Group

Jenn Baker
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